We appreciate the points made by Hilborn (1) that changing the assumptions we made could lead to different conclusions. In fact, our overall goal in developing the model in ref. 2 was similar to the goal in developing the model in ref.
• The main result in ref. 2 is that under the assumptions of our model higher strong-stock yield can be achieved with marine reserves as part of the management mix. Hilborn's own model accords with this result. Hilborn's main critique seems to be that the cost of fishing would rise, because fishing would be concentrated in the areas outside the reserve. We agree with this point (and mentioned it in our paper), though the empirical magnitude is a matter of much debate and likely depends on where the reserve is located relative to ports, among other features. This raises an important area for empirical research about the extent to which costs would rise for reserves of different size and location.
• Naturally, we agree that changing assumptions of the model could lead to changes in results. Hilborn points to changing those assumptions that, if changed, could favor traditional fisheries management. Of course, changing other assumptions would instead favor marine reserves. For example, spatial heterogeneity in the composition of stocks could favor marine reserves (this is, in part, the justification for the current reserves on the West Coast). Also, because our model suggests that monitoring of weak-stock catch becomes far less important (or perhaps completely unnecessary) outside reserves, including policy implementation cost could advantage a policy that includes marine reserves.
• Our model shows that there typically exists a continuum of policies that all achieve the same weakstock protection and strong-stock catch: from small reserves with tight regulations and oversight on weak-stock catch to large reserves with essentially no oversight on weak-stock catch. If fishermen could eliminate all weak-stock-catch monitoring, in exchange for a reserve that was the same, or perhaps smaller, than that which already exists, we posit that they might show interest in this policy.
We view our model not as the final word in developing an approach to spatial management of stocks but as a first step that provides a platform to develop insights on the costs and benefits of alternative spatial uses of the ocean.
